French Poles

FRENCH POLES

French Poles

FRENCH POLES
BRACKETS

Hunter & Hyland French Poles are fantastically opulent in their
exquisite simplicity. Designed to offer a finial free style with 90
degree returns to the wall and brackets that insert into the pole,
you can achieve a minimalist, modern window with the warmth
and style of beautiful curtains.
They are available in 20mm and 28mm diameters, with a variety
of ring options to suit your requirements from silently gliding rings
with inserts to passing "C" rings for longer length 28mm poles.
There are hundreds of finish options to suit your scheme - all of
our brass finishes can be used alongside painting the pole to any
colour.

END BRACKET

CENTRE BRACKET

·

·

The pole slots perfectly over the end bracket and fastens with a
simple, discreet screw to maintain the super-smooth lines of the
system.

A centre bracket is recommended for any pole over 210cm for a
20mm pole and 220cm for a 28mm pole. You can use more than
one centre bracket with "C" passing rings on 28mm poles to allow
for longer length poles or for heavier weight curtains.

Code

Description

Backplate dimensions

Code

Description

Backplate
dimensions

Minimum
projection

Maximum
projection

4720

End bracket

30mm x 114mm

7420

Centre bracket

114mm x 30mm

100mm

140mm

4728

End bracket

30mm x 114mm

7428

Centre bracket

114mm x 30mm

145mm

170mm

RINGS
There are five ring options to choose from for both pole diameters.

SOLID BRASS RING
WITHOUT PLASTIC
INSERT

HOLLOW
BRASS RING

WROUGHT
IRON RING

SOLID BRASS RING WITH
PLASTIC INSERT
The solid brass rings contain
a nylon insert which creates a
virtually silent gliding curtain.

Available for 20mm poles
only.

Available for 28mm poles only.

“C” BRASS PASSING RING
Our "C" rings allow you to use
more than one centre bracket
as they glide over the brackets
seamlessly.
Available for 28mm poles only.

RINGS FOR 20MM POLES

FINISHES

Description

Inside diameter

External diameter

Thickness

125320

Solid brass ring without plastic insert

27mm

36mm

4mm

221032

Hollow brass curtain ring

32mm

48mm

8mm

20RINGBK

Wrought iron curtain ring

30mm

40mm

6mm

RINGS FOR 28MM POLES

Hunter & Hyland French Poles can be finished in any of our
twelve beautiful, bespoke brass finishes or they can be painted
in any colour to complement your design scheme. The poles can
also be painted black to create a robust wrought iron style pole.
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Code

Description

Inside diameter

External diameter

Thickness

125630

Solid brass ring with plastic insert

39mm

41mm

5mm

221038

Hollow brass curtain ring

38mm

54mm

8mm

126128

"C" Brass passing ring

39mm

51mm

Available for 28mm poles only

30RINGBK

Wrought iron curtain ring

45mm

60mm

8mm
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Hunter & Hyland Ltd
201 – 205 Kingston Road
Leatherhead
Surrey
KT22 7PB
Tel: 		
Fax: 		
Email: 		
Website:

+44(0)1372 378511
+44(0)1372 370038
sales@hunterandhyland.co.uk
www.hunterandhyland.co.uk

All trade enquiries from new clients should be accompanied by a
PDF or fax of your company letterhead or business card.

Trade counter
Perfect for customers who want to choose and purchase
products instantly. Help and advice is readily available.
Opening hours: between 8:30-13:00 and 14:00-16:45, Monday
to Friday.

Delivery
We operate a small fleet of vans for deliveries in London and the
South East. For all other areas, we provide a next day service via
a trusted courier.

